CRL has an extensive line of Spider Fittings for use in creating 'All-Glass' Façades. They can be attached to vertical columns, vertical "I" beams or vertical glass fins. Whichever method you use, when viewed from the exterior, the façade looks like a series of glass sheets floating in space with no vertical or horizontal metal to detract from the appearance. The Spider Fittings themselves are beautifully finished in brushed or polished stainless steel that has been structurally tested to carry the panel weight and handle required wind loads.

CRL has glass attachment fittings in fixed or swivel configurations in both flush or cap styles. Their Technical Sales Representatives will guide you through the design and quotation process and can also provide you with calculated and certified drawings, stamped by a licensed engineer.

For additional information, contact CRL Technical Sales at (800) 421-6144 in the U.S., (877) 421-6144 from Canada, or (323) 588-1281 International. Ask for Ext. 7770. You can also e-mail them through their web site at crlaurance.com. From the home page click on Contact Us, and then click on Technical Sales for Architectural Metals Products.
CRL SPIDER FITTINGS

MINI SPIDERS AND SPECIALTY GLASS FITTINGS

CRL has a complete line of Mini Spider Fittings in nine designs for use in a variety of railing and custom applications. When these standard Mini Fittings are not quite what you are looking for, let their design team develop Specialty Fittings to meet your needs. Made from 316 alloy stainless steel, these durable Fittings will offer many years of beauty.

POPULAR CRL SPIDER FITTING STYLES:

CRL Three Arm Heavy-Duty Post Mount Fitting

CRL Four Arm Heavy-Duty Post Mount Fitting

CRL Double Arm Heavy-Duty Wall/Fin Mount Fitting

CRL Single Arm Heavy-Duty Wall/Fin Mount Fitting

CRL Double Arm "V" Regular Duty Post Mount Fitting

CRL Double Arm "V" Regular Duty Wall/Fin Mount Fitting

CRL Double Arm "V" Mini Wall/Fin Mount Fitting

CRL Double Arm "V" Mini Post Mount Fitting

CRL Four Arm "V" Mini Post Mount Fitting

CAP OR FLUSH GLASS ATTACHMENTS WITH RIGID OR SWIVEL TYPE HEADS

To complete CRL’s Spider Fitting line, they offer two types of Combination Glass Attachments, Rigid or Swivel. Rigid for exact placement of panels and Swivel that allows up to 6 degrees of tilt in any direction before securing in place. These Attachments allow for the glass mounting to be either with countersunk or standard holes. They can accommodate from 3/8” to 13/16” (10 to 20 mm) tempered glass and are also made of durable 316 alloy stainless steel.
CRL WEDGE-LOCK™ DOOR RAILS
- Adjustable Alignment System
- Patented Wedge-Lock™ Glass Securing System
- For 3/8", 1/2" and 3/4" (10, 12, and 19 mm) Tempered Glass
- Six Popular Stock Finishes
- Custom Finishes, Lengths and Heights Available

CRL SIDELITE RAILS WITH TOP LOAD ROLL-IN GASKET
- Five Styles in Up to Six Stock Finishes
- Sidelite Rails Match Door Rails for an Even Sightline
- Top Load Roll-In Gasketing for 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", and 3/4" (10, 12, 16, and 19 mm) Tempered Glass
- Custom Heights Available on Special Order

CRL Specialty Catalogs - Can be ordered, viewed or downloaded online at crlaurence.com

Technical Sales Department
For All Your Project Requirements

C.R. Laurence Company has a Technical Sales Department to assist with design plans and installation questions. Your job can be made easier with the help of CRL’s Technical Sales Representatives who are trained in the newest Hardware Systems, and can offer you detailed diagrams and layout sheets. Ask for Extension 7770.